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Methodology
A representative sample of 63 M* emission line galaxies selected

in 4 different fields of view (CFRS 3h & 22h, HDFS, CDFS)

K-band absolute magnitudes: SED fitting; corrected for internal 
extinction (mass-dependent method + 0.04 mag for face-galaxies, 
Tully et al. 1985, 1998)

Stellar masses: from MK and (B-V)rest (Bell et al. 2003)

Rotational velocity: Vflat from ∆Vobs=(Vmax
IFU-Vmin

IFU)/2/sin(inc) 
using datacube simulations:

grid of RCs ~ Vflat arctan(r/rt)
best model = (Vflat, rt) fitting ∆Vobs



Validation by Monte-Carlo simulations of 100 GIRAFFE datacubes: 
Parameter space=[PA,inc,RC gradient, Vflat,Rhalf]
RC shape: late or early-type

Cross-check: additional simulations using real local observations  
from the GHASP survey (P. Amram; B. Epinat)

Early-type

Late-type

Local gals



Random uncertainties budget
Parameter Uncertainty Comments

MK σ=0.2 mag EIS vs. ACS
Median~0.1mag Extinction correction - neglected

Mstellar 0.04 dex EIS vs. ACS
0.1 dex Total Bell+03

Vflat Median = 9km/s SNR – Monte-Carlo sims
Median = 9km/s Velocity amplitude measurement –

comparison with [OII] integrated 
emission line

σ=17 km/s Correction for spatial resolution
effects – Monte-Carlo sims

σ=5 deg Inclination
Total median = 41 km/s Quadratic sum + propagation of 

inclination



Systematic uncertainties budget
Parameter Uncertainty Comments

MK ∼ 0 mag EIS vs. ACS
Median~0.11-0.15mag Extinction correction – distant vs. 

Local sample

Mstellar ~0 dex EIS vs. ACS
+/-0.1 dex up to -0.3 

dex on individual gals 
(bursts)

Galaxy ages, dust, burts of SF 
Bell+03

-0.05 dex IMF variations with z (van 
Dokkum07) - neglected

Vflat +0.03 dex IFU spatial coverage – Monte-Carlo 
sims

+/-0.02 dex Seeing variations 0.8+/-0.2’’
-0.025 / +0.014 dex Early vs. late types but no bias in 

B/T - neglected
+0.05 / −0.02 dex Total



Local relation
Complete sub-sample of the

SDSS (Pizagno+07) combined 
with 2MASS photometry 
(Hammer+07)

Consistent with other local 
TFRs (eg., Courteau 97)

log V > 2.2 : minimizes biases 
due to the low-mass end 
(« baryonic TFR »; 
McGaugh05)

Translated into stellar mass 
using the same Bell+03 method

Minimizes all systematics
with the distant relation



Puech et al (in prep)

K-band TFR

Complex Kinematics
Perturbed Rotators
Rotating Disks
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Confirmation of Flores+06:
scatter all due to dynamically 

unrelaxed galaxies with peculiar
morphologies (see Hector’s talk)

σres
RD~σres

local~0.35mag

Distant RDs follow a TFR consistent 
with no evolution in slope

First detection of a evolution of the 
zero-point by 0.64mag (t-test:
significant at > 99% against random
uncertainties)

Minimal significant evolution 
detected: 0.46 mag (due to systematics)



smTFR

Consistent with no evolution 
in slope 

σres
RD~σres

local~0.15dex

First detection of a evolution
of the zero-point by 0.34 dex 
(t-test: significant at > 99% 
against random uncertainties)

Minimal significant 
evolution detected: 0.18 dex 
(due to systematics)

Puech et al (in prep)



Tully-Fisher à la Flores+06

V01SDSS

Main issues with the Flores+06 methodology:
Local relation of Verheijen01 used a too shallow K-band survey
Method of velocity correction needed to be improved 



Specific Angular Momentum of disks

jdisk=2RdVmax

A random-walk 
evolution of jdisk

Dispersion of CKs
consistent with major 

mergers

Complex Kinematics
Perturbed Rotators
Rotating Disks
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Puech et al. 2007



Dynamical support of disks

Distant disks are hotter 
than local disks

Distant RDs are hotter 
than distant PRs

Gas accretion / minor 
mergers ?

See Puech et al. 2007b

Updated from Puech et al. 2007



Conclusion
K-band and Stellar-mass Tully-Fisher Relations:

Consistent with no evolution in slope or scatter (for RDs)
First detection of a brightening of at least 0.46 mag in zero point

between z~0.6 and z=0 for the K-band TFR
First detection of a shift of at least +0.18 dex in zero point between

z~0.6 and z=0 for the smTFR

Comparison with integrated properties:
Evolution of K-band luminosity density of ~ 0.5 mag for blue star-

forming galaxies (Arnouts+07)
Evolution of L*K ~0.5-0.6 mag (Arnouts+07)
Stellar mass density evolution at z~0.6 of 0.08-0.1 dex (Dickinson 

et al. 2003; Franceschini et al. 2006; Arnouts et al, 2007)

TFR studies limited by systematic uncertainties at high z



Improvements expected from MUSE:

spatial resolution: significant
reduction of systematics due to the 
determination of the rotational 
velocity

spectral coverage: reduction of 
random uncertainties using several 
emission lines

low-mass end of the TFR

improvement of kinematical 
classification against small scale
perturbation(s) undetected by 
GIRAFFE

MUSE and the TFR
+ AO-LGS




